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More > Report



 Reports in Koha are a way to gather data

 Reports are used to generate statistics, 
member lists, shelving lists, or any list of 
data in your database
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 Koha’s data is stored in a MySQL database 
which means that librarians can generate 
nearly any report they would like by 
either using the Guided Reports Wizard or 
writing their own SQL query

 The guided report wizard will walk you 
through a six step process to generate a 
report 



 Step 1: Choose the module you want to 
report on. This will determine what 
tables and fields are available for you to 
query



 Step 2: Choose a report type. For now, 
Tabular is the only option available



 Step 3: Choose the fields you want in 
your report. You can select multiple 
fields and add them all at once by using 
CTRL+Click on each item you want to add 
before clicking the Add button



 Step 4: Choose any limits you might want 
to apply to your report (such as item 
types or branches)

 If you don’t want to apply any limits, 
simply click Next instead of making an 
option



 Step 5: Perform math functions. If you 
don’t want to do any calculations, simply 
click Next instead of making an option



 Step 6: Choose data order. If you want 
the data to print out in the order it’s 
found in the database, simply click Finish



 When you are finished you will be 
presented with the SQL generated by the 
report wizard

 From here you can choose to save the 
report by clicking ’Save’ or copy the SQL 
and make edits to it by hand



 If you choose to save the report you will 
be asked to name your report and enter 
any notes regarding it



 Once your report is saved it will appear 
on the ’Use Saved’ page with all other 
saved reports



 Every report can be edited from the reports lists. To 
see the list of reports already stored in Koha, click 
’Use Saved’

 To find the report you’d like to edit you can sort by 
any of the columns by clicking the on the column 
header. You can also filter your results using the 
filter menu on the left



 From this list you can edit any custom 
report by clicking ’Edit SQL’



 Once custom reports are saved to Koha, 
you can run them by going to the Saved 
Reports page and clicking the Run link to 
the right of the report

 When you report runs you will either be 
asked for some values



 or you will see the results right away

 Note: A Comma Separated Text (CSV) file can 
be opened by any spreadsheet application



 Books added in the past 30 days, not including 
any with a Not for Loan status of On Order 

(helpful for creating a New Books List)

SELECT  items.dateaccessioned,items.itemcallnumbe
r,biblio.title,biblio.author FROM items LEFT 
JOIN biblio on (items.biblionumber=biblio.biblionum
ber)  WHERE items.itype='BOOK' and DATE_SUB(CU
RDATE(),INTERVAL 30 DAY) <=items.dateaccessione
d and items.location = "NEW" and ites.notforloan !
= -1 ORDER BY biblio.title asc



 Books On Order

SELECT  items.dateaccessioned,items.item
callnumber,biblio.title,biblio.author FRO
M items LEFT 
JOIN biblio on (items.biblionumber=biblio
.biblionumber)  
WHERE items.itype='BOOK' and items.no
tforloan = -1 ORDER BY biblio.title asc



 Overdues -- 2 weeks
SELECT borrowers.surname, borrowers.firstname, borro

wers.email, borrowers.phone, 
borrowers.guarantorid, issues.date_due, (TO_DAYS(cur
date())-TO_DAYS(date_due)) AS 'days_overdue‘, 
items.itemcallnumber, items.barcode, biblio.title, biblio
.author 
FROM borrowers JOIN issues ON (borrowers.borrowernu
mber=issues.borrowernumber) 
JOIN items ON (issues.itemnumber=items.itemnumber) 
JOIN biblio ON (items.biblionumber=biblio.biblionumber
) HAVING days_overdue between 14 and 20 ORDER BY 
borrowers.surname, issues.date_due 



 Overdues -- 6 weeks
SELECT borrowers.surname, borrowers.firstname, borrowers

.cardnumber, borrowers.email, borrowers.phone, 
borrowers.guarantorid, 
issues.date_due, (TO_DAYS(curdate())-
TO_DAYS(date_due)) AS 'days overdue‘, items.itemcallnum
ber, items.barcode, biblio.title, biblio.author 
FROM borrowers JOIN issues ON (borrowers.borrowernumb
er=issues.borrowernumber) JOIN items ON 
(issues.itemnumber=items.itemnumber) JOIN biblio ON 
(items.biblionumber=biblio.biblionumber) 
WHERE (TO_DAYS(curdate())-TO_DAYS(date_due)) between 
42 and 48 ORDER BY borrowers.surname, issues.date_due



 Overdues with holds
SELECT borrowers.surname, borrowers.firstname, borrowers.ph

one, borrowers.phonepro, issues.date_due, 
items.itemcallnumber, items.barcode, biblio.title, 
CONCAT('<ahref=\"/cgi-bin/koha/circ/circulation.pl?
borrowernumber=',reserves.borrowernumber,'\">',reserves.b
orrowernumber,'</a>') AS 'On hold for’ FROM issues LEFT JOIN 
borrowers ON 
(borrowers.borrowernumber=issues.borrowernumber) 
LEFT JOIN items ON (issues.itemnumber=items.itemnumber) 
LEFT JOIN biblio ON (items.biblionumber=biblio.biblionumber)
LEFT JOIN reserves ON (items.biblionumber=reserves.biblionu
mber) where items.biblionumber=reserves.biblionumber  AND 
(TO_DAYS(curdate())-TO_DAYS(date_due)) >= '1’ ORDER BY 
issues.date_due asc, borrowers.surname ASC
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 Most reports can be found via the Reports 
module, but some of the more common 
circulation reports are available right from 
the Circulation module
oCirculation > Circulation reports

oHolds Queue
oHolds to pull
oHolds awaiting pickup
oHold ratios
oOverdues



 This report will show you all of the holds 
at your library

 To generate this report, you must have 
the Build Holds Queue cron job running. 
This cron job is a script that should be 
run periodically if your library system 
allows borrowers to place on-shelf holds

 This script decides which library should 
be responsible for fulfilling a given hold 
request





 This report will show you all of the items 
that have holds on them that are 
available at the library for pulling

 You can limit the results you see by using 
the Refine box on the left side of the 
page





 This report will show all of the holds that 
are waiting for patrons to pick them up



 Hold ratios help with collection 
development

 Using this report you will be able to see 
how many of your patrons have holds on 
items and whether you should buy more. 
(By default it will be set to the library 
needing 3 items per hold that has been 
placed) 

 The report will tell you how many 
additional items need to be purchased to 
meet this quota





 This report will list all items that are 
overdue at your library

 For libraries with a large patron base, this 
report may take a significant amount of 
time to run.

 Large libraries can choose to filter the 
report before it runs by setting the 
FilterBeforeOver-dueReport system 
preference to ’Require’.

 The report can be filtered using the menu 
options found on the left of the report
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 Statistic reports will show you counts 
and sums. These reports are all about 
numbers and statistics, for reports that 
return more detailed data, use the 
Guided Report Wizard

 These reports are limited in what data 
they can look at, so it’s often 
recommended to use custom reports for 
official end of the year statistics



 Using the form provided, choose which 
value you would like to appear in the 
Column and which will appear in the Row



 If you choose to output to the browser your 
results will print to the screen

 You can also choose to export to a file that 
you can manipulate to your needs.

 When generating your report, note that you 
get to choose between counting or summing 
the values



 Choosing amount will change your 
results to appear as the sum of the 
amounts spent



 Choosing amount will change your 
results to appear as the sum of the 
amounts spent



 If you choose to output to the browser your results will 
print to the screen

 Based on your selections, you may see some query 
information above your results table. You can also choose 
to export to a file that you can manipulate to your needs



 Using the form provided, choose which value you would 
like to appear in the Column and which will appear in the 
Row

 Based on your selections, you may see some query 
information above your results table. You can also choose 
to export to a file that you can manipulate to your needs



 If you choose to output to the browser 
your results will print to the screen
oYou can also choose to export to a file that you can 

manipulate to your needs



 Using the form provided, choose how you 
would like to list the serials in your 
system
o Based on your selections, you may see some query 

information above your results table. You can also choose to 
export to a file that you can manipulate to your needs



 If you choose to output to the browser 
your results will print to the screen
oYou can also choose to export to a file that you can 

manipulate to your needs



 As above, generate various Statistics 
Reports (like Acquisitions, Patron, 
Catalog, Serial), same way generate 
other Statistics Reports as Circulation 
Statistics, Holds Statistics, Patrons with 
the most checkouts, Most Circulated 
Items, Patrons with no checkouts, 
Average Loan Time etc
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 The report dictionary is a way to pre-
define common filters you’d like to apply 
to your reports

 This is a good way to add in filters that 
the report wizard doesn’t include by 
default



 To add a new definition, or filter, click 
’New Definition’ on the Reports 
Dictionary page and follow the 4 step 
process:

 Step 1: Name the definition and provide 
a description if necessary



 Step 2: Choose the module that the will 
be queried.

 Step 3: Choose columns to query from 
the tables presented.





 Step 4: Choose the value(s) from the 
field(s). These will be automatically 
populated with options available in your 
database



 Confirm your selections to save the 
definition

 Your definitions will all appear on the 
Reports Dictionary page



Thanks
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